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Abstract. Named Entity Disambiguation (NED) is a crucial task in many Natural
Language Processing applications such as entity linking, record linkage, knowledge base construction, or relation extraction, to name a few. The task in NED is
to map textual variations of a named entity to its formal name. It has been shown
that parameter-less models for NED do not generalize to other domains very well.
On the other hand, parametric learning models do not scale well when the number
of formal names expands above the order of thousands or more. To tackle this
problem, we propose a deep architecture with superior performance on NED and
introduce a strategy to scale it to hundreds of thousands of formal names. Our
experiments on several datasets for alias detection demonstrate that our system
is capable of obtaining superior results with a large margin compared to other
state-of-the-art systems.
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Introduction

Named Entity Disambiguation (NED) [14, 27] is the task of linking textual variations
of Named Entities (NE)1 to their target names, which are usually provided as a list of
formal names. For instance, while recognizing “Philip Morris” as an NE is the job of a
Named Entity Recognition (NER) system, associating it to “Philip Morris International
Inc (PMI)” in a list of formal names as a means of disambiguation is performed via
NED. The list of formal names often contains many other names such as “Phil Moors,
Morris Industries, ...” which are very similar to the correct formal name and should not
be mistaken with it. The number of formal names, which may go to several hundred
thousands or even millions, makes NED a challenging task. Character shift, abbreviation,
word shift, typos, and use of nicknames are other challenges in NED.
There are two broad categories of approaches to address NED, namely classic and
modern. The classic or parameter-less approach [17, 21] is simply a textual similarly
function such as the Levenshtein distance, Cosine similarity, or longest common subsequent [10] that computes the pairwise similarity score for all available formal names
given each source name.
The time complexity of these models are mostly of the order of O(f (mn)), m and
n being the number of the source and formal names, respectively, and f (.) being a
1

Named Entities are well-known places, people, organizations, ...
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linear function, which makes them quite fast. Moreover, they are highly parallelizable
since computing the score of a batch does not affect the next batch scores. However, the
performance of these models severely suffers when porting to new domains [6, 3, 28].
The modern or parametric learning models have better performance in working
across domains through fine-tuning or transfer learning and are of the same order of
complexity except for f (.), which is often a more complex function. In real-life NED
systems, the number of formal names exceeds hundreds of thousands or even million
names, which makes a parametric pairwise comparison difficult if not infeasible.
To address these issues, we integrate a deep learning model with a parameter-less
method of similarity assignment to break the limit on recognizing new domains and
simultaneously scaling the system to millions of names. To this end, we train a term
frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) model on a range of character n-grams
of all names. The tf-idf model has two tasks; to generate feature vectors for the deep
learning model and to set a threshold for limiting the formal names when using the
system at inference time. We test the system on four datasets for alias detection [27] and
compare the results with several baselines as well as a state-of-the-art NED system.
The motivation for this work for us is to solve a business need with a scalable and
efficient solution based on deep neural networks. Our business partner harvests around
100k news articles per day. They want to recognize company names in the news and to
link each of them to its formal name available in a proprietary knowledge base which
contains almost 80k formal names. The variance between formal names and their usage
in the news and the number of formal names in addition to the sheer amount of news
articles per day ask for an efficient and scalable system for performing the task.
The main contributions of this work are a deep architecture for scoring entity names
and a strategy for leveraging this architecture to a large list of source and/or formal
names.
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Related Work

Before the advent of modern and neural learning models, parameter-less computation of
string similarity such as the Cosine similarity, the Levenshtein distance, and the scores
proposed by [24] were popular means of scoring formal names given source names.
Many of these works use a sort of word-level or character-level n-gram features [20],
syntactic features [7], or alignment features [25].
The earliest modern models of NED are based on feature engineering on a classifier
such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) [4] coupled with a sequence decoder such as
Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [9].
Most advanced neural models today use CRFs for making inference but instead of
doing feature engineering manually, they use a form of Deep Neural Network (DNN)
such as Long Short Term Memory (LSTM), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), or
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) for automatic feature learning [2, 18].
Designing a NED system by feature engineering is a highly time-consuming process,
hence end-to-end neural systems capable of learning the features on their own [16, 29]
are more approachable systems. All of these models use a form of neural similarity
function on top of the entity embeddings, mostly on the token-level and in some studies
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on character-level [12]. However, the inference module in these models is usually a
pairwise scoring method [1] against all formal entities given each source entity, which
makes the inference unpractical for applications with a large number of formal names.
NED can be performed jointly with NER in a way that the errors generated by NER
are recovered by NED. A common approach for jointly training NED with NER is to
use a NER system to extract entity mentions and use feature engineering in a shared
space to map the source entities to their formal names [23, 19]. The number of formal
names is a limiting factor for these systems, too.
When the number of formal names is limited, NED is usually done as a single NER
process. State-of-the-art NER systems [11] use a form of pre-trained embeddings that is
fed into a form of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). The resulting representations are
used to form a trellis for a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [15] decoder which extracts
the beginning and the end tokens of named entities. However, when the number of formal
names increases, besides the lack of enough training data, the CRF turns intractable.
Finally, [22] proposed an architecture using a Multi-Layered Perceptron (MLP)
to recognize toponyms, and similar neural network architecture is used by [27] for
entity linking. Our work is similar to these two last studies, but our pair-wise ranking
architecture is coupled with a strategy that allows us to leverage the disambiguation to
millions of source and formal names by filtering irrelevant formal names out.

3

Model Description

We model text similarity as a softly constrained pair-wise ranking problem. Figure 1
schematically represents the model.
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Fig. 1: The system architecture. The loss accepts two scores and three vectors to compute
the difference between true and false distance given a source name.

True Target Name, Source Name, and False Target Name are character-level embedding layers for true, source, and false entity inputs. In the preprocessing step, +Score is
computed as the cosine of the angle between source and true name vectors. Similarly,
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-Score is the cosine of the angle between source and false name vectors. In this step, these
two features are generated as tf-idf vectors of the most frequent n-grams of characters in
their strings. The n-grams are limited to bi-, tri-, and four-grams.
As we observe in our experiments (see e.g. Table 2), these two scores have a significant impact on the performance of the network. For instance, take the source name
“president Reagan” as the true match for “Ronald Reagan”. Simply depending on character representations would make “Nancy Reagan” a good match for “president Reagan”,
too, which would be wrong. However, injecting the high cosine similarity of president
Reagan and Ronald Reagan into the model as a signal instructs it to weigh the importance
of similarities in a more elaborate way.
Character-level tf-idf vectors of source, true and false names are used as the inputs
to the next layer, the BiLSTM modules for computing the string-level representations
over which a column-wise max-pooling layer is applied. Then, an attention layer similar
to [30] is used to help the model concentrate on more discriminating features.
The resulting vectors of the attention layers, as well as the scores, are inputs to the
loss function (Equation 1). The loss function decreases the cost when the vectors of true
matches get similar to the vectors of ground truths and vice versa.
L = max{0, m −
+

Score ∗ F (S, T+ )
Score ∗ F (S, T− )}

(1)

1
1
∗
(2)
1 + exp (−(v1 · v2)) 1 + kv1, v2k
Computing the similarity between two string at test time is done simply by using the
same network parameters to represent the source and all formal names and computing
their pair-wise similarities using F function (Equation 2). However, computing the F
for all possible permutations of source vectors and formal vectors is infeasible when one
or both of the lists are big. Our strategy for scaling up the NED is to use a window of the
highest cosine scored formal names instead of using all of them. Our experiment on 1000
random samples with unlimited and limited formal names showed that the difference in
none of the datasets is statistically significant (Table 2).
F =
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Experimental Results

We trained and evaluated our system on four publicly available datasets [27] compiled
for alias detection. We refer to the datasets as Wiki, Wiki-people, Artists, and Patent
Assignee. The Wiki dataset is compiled by assigning the hyperlinked string in Wikipedia
pages to the page they are pointing to, assuming that Wikipedia pages are entities. The
Wiki-people dataset is a subset of Wiki, which contains only entities with the type
“person” in the Freebase [5] knowledge graph. The Artists dataset contains alternative
names for music artists extracted from MusicBrains [26]. Finally, the Patent Assignee
dataset contains the aliases of assignees in patent documents2 . Table 1 displays some
statistics of these datasets.
2

There is a fifth dataset called “disease” which is compiled by the authors of [27]. This dataset
was not publicly available at the time of authoring this work.
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Dataset

Strings

Entities

Mentions

Train

Val.

Test

Wiki-people
Wiki
Artists
Patent Assignee

1880000
9320000
1830000
330000

1160000
4640000
1160000
227000

1.83
2.54
1.69
1.50

51842
64341
11566
14365

298
288
265
290

3946
3802
3665
3746
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Table 1: Number of strings, number of entities, the average number of mentions per
entity, and number of samples in the train, validation and test sets

All entities in the training data including true and false names are used to generate a
list of most frequent n-gram characters limited to bi-, tri-, and four-grams. The list is
used to encode the strings into their tf-idf feature vectors. The feature vectors are used
for computing the cosine similarity, which is used as a feature in the neural network
as well as a means to generate windows of false entities. False entities are sampled
either randomly or from the window with the highest cosine scores. As an ablation study,
several window sizes for false entities are selected to assess the impact of increasing
false samples on the system performance.
We use BiLSTM modules with 128 units with Adam [13] as the optimizer and
all dropouts set to 0.5. Since some source names may have more than one true and
false answers, the Mean Average Precision (MAP) is used as the evaluation metric. We
compare our system with two baselines, namely the plain Levenshtein and Jaro-Winkler
distances and a state-of-the-art alias detection system proposed by [27]. The results of
these experiments are reported in Table 2. The results show that our system outperforms
the baselines by a large margin on three out of four datasets.

5

Ablation

To investigate different aspects of the system we performed an ablation study on several
components of the system with the following variations. CW stands for Current Work.
– CW-XN-ordered
To assess the impact of the window size or the number of false samples per true one,
we define three window sizes shown as 1N, 2N, and 5N in Table 2. For instance
’CW-5N-ordered’ means that for each true name we include 5 false names to train
the system. At the inference time, there is no constraint on the number of false or
true entities.
– CW-2N-random
False names are selected either randomly or from a list of highest similar names. We
make sure that the list does not contain any true target name. The distinction between
these two experiments is shown by the suffix ’-random’ or ’-ordered’, respectively.
The similarity scores used in this experiment are computed in the preprocessing step
and are the same scores as used as a feature for training the model.
– CW-2N-no-score
An additional experiment is conducted by removing the scores from the objective
function to show the gain of this parameter in the network performance.
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– CW-2N-cosine
An experiment is conducted to assess the difference on the system performance by
replacing the GESD [8] as the F in the objective function with cosine.
– CW-2N-full-target
Finally, an experiment is performed to observe the impact of our filtering strategy
on system performance. To make this experiment timely feasible, we randomly
selected 1000 test samples and used the best performing model to disambiguate the
samples. The results should be compared to the CW-2N-ordered experiment, which
has exactly the same configuration but is applied on a limited window of 20 best
scored formal names.

Dataset
Model
Levenshtein
Jaro-Winkler
Tam et al. [27]
CW-1N-ordered
CW-2N-ordered
CW-5N-ordered
CW-2N-random
CW-2N-no-score
CW-2N-cosine
CW-2N-full-target

Wiki Wiki-people Artists Patent Assignee
23.8
29.7
41.6
61.4
61.7
61.5
57.2
56.4
60.5
61.8

24.6
28.3
59.4
71.1
71.3
71.2
69.3
65.3
70.4
71.2

29.6
32.8
59.7
70.2
70.4
70.1
68.4
67.2
69.9
70.5

72.0
85.0
90.6
88.9
89.7
88.6
86.3
84.8
87.1
89.4

Table 2: The baselines and the results of several experiments conducted on different
configurations of this work are reported using the Mean of Average Precision (MAP)
metric. CW stands for Current Work. All models except CW-2N-cosine use GESD [8]
for F . Scores are all in percent.

As Table 2 shows, all variants of CW-1N-ordered, CW-2N-ordered, and CW-5Nordered perform on par with each other, while CW-2N-ordered yields the best results.
The gap between CW-2N-no-score and CW-2N-ordered signifies the importance of
integrating source similarity scores as a soft constraint in the objective function.
Although the gap between CW-2N-full-target and CW-2N-ordered is not noticeable,
the first model requires much more time at the inference step since it computes the
similarity for all formal names while CW-2N-ordered computes it only for a limited
number of formal names. This strategy for filtering formal names is crucial to make the
disambiguation feasible when the number of formal names exceeds several thousand
names. This experiment shows that the introduced strategy is effective to make large
scale NED manageable while getting the same performance.
Comparing the results on CW-2N-ordered versus CW-2N-random shows that choosing false samples from instances with high similarity with the ground truth names
enhances the performance of the model. Finally, compared to its counterpart with GESD,
CW-2N-cosine performs poorly which suggests that better similarity functions can
improve the network even more.
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Conclusion

NED is an integral component in many NLP applications such as record linking, entity
linking, or relation extraction. Large scale NED is particularly challenging due to the
time it takes to extract the correct match among hundreds of thousands of formal names,
given each source name.
We proposed a state-of-the-art system for large-scale NED. Our system consists of a
deep architecture for pair-wise candidate ranking and a filtering scheme that allows the
network to scale up to hundreds of thousands of formal names. We tested our system on
four publicly available datasets and obtained superior results with large margins on three
of them.
Ideally, including contextual data should improve the performance of a NED system.
However, since neither of our datasets contains contextual data there is no way to assess
the impact of providing contextual data on the system performance. Nevertheless, the
proposed architecture is capable of modeling contextual data by concatenating them with
its input vectors. In our future work, we would like to integrate formal names metadata
as well as their surrounding context into the model to further improve the performance.
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